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Introduction
Are kinship relations still as relevant in the construction 
of cultural and/or political power in New Mexico as they were in 
the past? How did ethnicity, gender, class and kinship influence 
the formation of local governing bodies during the early 19th 
century Mexican Period in northern New Mexico? This research 
performs a critical analysis of petitions and political records 
extracted from northern New Mexico between 1800 and 1848 in 
order to better describe power dynamics in 19th century New 
Mexico. By critically analyzing the concept of kinship or 
“Parentesco”, this research seeks to understand the gendered 
construction of power in a critical period of New Mexico’s 
history. This research contributes to the fields of American 
Studies and History with further implications for the fields of 
Chicana & Chicano studies, Cultural and Ethnic studies, and 
Gender and Women studies. 

Methodology of the Study
This research is organized in three phases. The first phase 
begins with a literature review concerning the construction of 
cultural and political societies during the 19th century. Phase two 
consists of accessing archival material from the Center for 
Southwest Research and Special collections at the University of 
New Mexico. In this phase, working with an archivist is 
imperative specifically finding relevant materials such as 
petitions, marriage certificates and other documents. The third 
and final phase consist of analyzing the documents focusing 
specifically on the construction of social, political, and economic 
dynamics.  This phase will require working with archival Spanish 
documents using Old Spanish language as well as the use of 
Paleography to read and interpret these documents. Questions 
guiding research included:  

1)   How do individuals gain formal and informal access to 
power through the use of legal petitions?
2)   How does kinship influence the formation of governing 
bodies and/ or political decisions?
3)    How does gender influence the construction of kinship 
and political power during the 19th century Mexican Period? 
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Description of the Archival Documents
Three archival documents I analyzed are written below by Don Domingo Fernandez, a local citizen. The first document 
is the correspondence between Don Domingo Fernandez to Señor Jefe Politico del Archivo General de la Nacion de 
Ayuntamientos (Mexico City) December 1834. In the document, Don Fernandez references the Supreme Spanish Law 
of May 19, 1813, prohibiting Parentesco in Ayuntamiento (town council) elections. Don Fernandez asks that the 
election be nullified due to the familial ties or affinity. Correspondence from the Jefe Politico indicates that more 
evidence is needed for this severe claim and that the accused is exonerated until evidence and proof of Parentesco is 
provided. 

The second document is correspondence between Don Fernandez and the Governor Don Francisco Sarracino (1835). 
In this document Don Fernandez indicates the kinship and Parentesco of the appointed/ elected officials. In this 
document, the governor’s reply is not legible but the top portion of the document states “nulado por la ley” which 
translates to “Void by law.” This indicates that during this time Parentesco was being contested to a higher authority. 

The final document is Don Fernandez genealogical Tronco which indicates Parentesco; particularly relating through 
matrilineal kinship. 

Findings
Through these archival documents, evidence of 
Parentesco in political elections and appointments were 
apparent in Northern New Mexico regardless of the 
Supreme law prohibiting it. Correspondence between one 
citizen, Don Domingo Fernandez, and a higher official 
indicated that individuals were aware and petitioned to 
resolve the discrepancy. The kinship of many of the 
accused traced back through a matrilineal family line. In 
this case the Tronco led back to Don Miguel De La Vega y 
Coca, a prominent Mexican elite, that entered New Mexico 
with the colonists of 1693. The Troncos of the named 
individuals indicate relationships through their wives. This 
matrilineal relationship indicates the importance of familial 
bonds; not always through bloodlines but through marriage 
or kinship.  The status and wealth of women’s familial line 
was reproduced through political titles and power holding. 
Women lacked formal access to political power; but their 
family lines could legitimize and support male members’ 
access to political office. 
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Key Definitions
• Parentesco: Kinship / Relationship
• Troncos: Family Tree 
• Ayuntamientos:  (town council) Municipalities 
• Jefe Político: Local political boss

Preliminary Thesis
The preliminary findings of this study indicate that 
“Parentesco” (kinship), a remnant of the Spanish colonial 
period, continued to impact political elections during the 19th 
century. This practice developed in frontier regions and enabled 
families to continue political kinship through marriage. Although 
women did not hold formal political power, through 
“Parentesco” (kinship) they influenced political power. 
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